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 156 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL

 our reserve, the facilities afforded for the export of gold, or the want
 of an international understanding as to the monetary basis, the remedy
 is in our own hands. ' Our money market is sensitive because we
 choose that it shall be so.'

 H. S. FOXWELL

 ONE POUND NOTES AND THE METAL-LIC RESERVE OF THE

 BANK OF ENGLAND.

 EVERYBODY who understands or has read anything about the
 principles which form the basis of every good currency system, will be
 indebted to Mr. Goschen for having had the courage, displayed at
 Merchant Taylors' Hall, on the 2nd of December, 1891, to endeavour to
 remove the existing and long-standing prejudice against lowering
 further the denomination of the notes issued by the Bank of -England.
 His mind was so full of the pro and con arguments that, perhaps, it is
 not to be wondered at that he did not say much, if anything, directly

 upon the question of whether or not it is wise in principle to issue a

 currency of 61 notes., Perhaps, as a political economist, he thought it

 superfluous to cite Adam Smith or John Stuart Mill. But I am in-
 clined to think such citations would have laid a good foundation for
 his superstructure, and would have been useful in the sense of showing
 everybody that the best judges are of opinion that that system of currency
 is the best which is the least trouble to carry about and transmit, and
 which is the least expensive to maintain in efficiency. What this
 expense is in the case of gold, if the coins were kept up to legal weight,
 may be gathered from the fact that a Lombard Street banker told the

 writer only recently that fifty per cent. of the gold their cashiers took
 across the counter was below the legal weight. He said, besides, that
 much of the gold coming back from the Continent was found to have
 been filed' The argument in favour of further extending the note issue
 to 61 notes is supported on other grounds than those above referred to,
 and I question if the hearers of the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the
 occasion referred to estimated at its full value his remarks on the
 subject of the cheque system. What does the evidence he adduced go
 to show? why that the desire of everybody who is not warped in their
 judgment by sentiment and fossillized prejudice, does all he can to facili-
 tate the interchange of commodities, and to remove trouble and friction

 from the path of all who have-to transact the domestic or international
 business of this life. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he was

 prepared to assist in carrying out this project of a 61 note issue, if the

 public will have it and use it. The answer to his own query stands out
 in bold letters in what he said about the extension of the cheque system.

 Of course the public will have the 61 notes and use them gladly.
 Other nations who are less practical than we are use them, and why
 should not we do the same ? There seems to be so little doubt on the
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 point that one wonders why the Chancellor should have conceived it to
 be necessary to deliver several columns of matter which, if one can say
 it without being discourteous, will more likely render complex, instead

 of elucidating a proposition which lies in a nut-shell. If it is once
 established as expedient that we should have a fi note currency,
 there is surely no more difficulty in getting it than in passing a small
 Bill though the House of Commons for any other commonplace
 reform.

 We will take it, therefore, that there is nothing more to be said on
 the question of principle. The Chancellor of the Exchequer has him-
 self settled that by referring to the extension of the cheque system,
 which of itself is evidence, as I have said, that people prefer less to
 more cumbersome methods, even if the more cumbersome consist of

 beautiful shining golden sovereigns. The ' fine old English gentleman'
 was, no doubt, fond of substance and sound, as he was of more than one
 bottle of port wine to his dinner, and a suit of mail armour to do battle
 in; but, as Mr. Goschen said, the times and circumstances have changed.
 What was suitable to the eighteenth century is altogether out of
 harmony with the ideas of the last quarter of the nineteenth. Con-
 sequently the question which only remains for serious discussion is

 when are the fi notes to be issued, and can the issue be used as the
 means of inexpensively increasing to some extent the stock of gold at
 the Bank of England, and thereby of rendering us more secure against
 the humiliating appeal we were compelled to make to the Banks of

 France and Russia when the Baring financial crisis came upon us.
 Some people object to the sovereigns being removed from a place

 where they are of no use in case of emergency to another place where
 they would be immediately available, should circumstances render it
 necessary for a time to export them. Will any one say what benefit

 the nation has derived all these years from the people carrying about in
 their pockets gold coins which otherwise would not have depreciated in
 value and which would to-day be packed away in the vaults of the
 Bank of England? Some maintain that we have a more secure hold
 on the gold for emergencies by having it in our breeches pockets. But
 such a view is purely sentimental. Years ago people used to prefer
 keeping a store of cash in their cupboards at home to depositing it in a
 bank where they secured the double benefit of interest on the money
 and security against theft. The establishment of banks was ridiculed
 just as railways and newspapers used to be by people who were always
 afraid that every change that was for the benefit and advantage of the
 people at large would in some way, which the'y could not define, interfere
 with or curtail their special privileges. Even such an enlightened man
 as the Duke of Wellington maintained that the country would be ruined
 by the abolition of the paper duty. If he could entertain such extra-
 ordinarily false ideas, we can well understand that the respectable
 mediocrity of intellects may in some cases delude themselves into the
 belief that the county would be ruined by the circulation of ?1 bank-
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 notes. Again, supposing the sum of 620,000,000 of sovereigns were
 abstracted from the pockets of the people, and kept instead in the Bank

 of England vaults, their place being supplied by J1 notes, in what way
 is the nation poorer? Is the country any the worse off for having the
 bar gold in the Bank that is deposited there for the security of the

 holders of the banknotes of a higher denomination ? To raise such a
 question now would be ridiculous, yet there is little doubt that similar

 objections were raised at the time that it was first proposed to circu-

 late any kind of paper money.

 One argument used by Mr. Goschen was that the Bank of England
 had lost its former preponderating power as a result of other large

 banks having accumulated a greater amount of deposits than the Bank

 of England holds, and that, in consequence, its position required to be

 fortified in the manner suggested. But there is less to be said for the

 proposed reform on this ground than there is on the ground that the

 time has come for introducing this improvement into our currency. No

 other argument, in fact, seems to be necessary than that, as a question

 of principle, notes of a lower denomination than J5 can now with safety,
 convenience, and economy be used.

 The idea which Mr. Goschen ventilated, that the banks might be
 individually empowered to issue notes against the deposit of a certain

 proportion of bullion will receive, I should think, very little considera-
 tion at the hands of practical people, for the simple reason that it

 would be a retrograde movement in the direction of decentralisation,
 which would practically be undoing the long and laborious process of
 transferring to the Bank the lapsed issues of country banks which have

 gone out of existence.
 The peculiar thing about our people is that, no matter what the

 change proposed is, unless it puts directly or indirectly something
 worth having into every possible objector's pocket, a chorus of objec-
 tion is raised and maintained. I cannot help thinking that there is

 something in this climate that causes people to object to every change
 that does not at once affect themselves favourably. There must be a

 certain sense of enjoyment felt by the well-to-do in contemplating
 those who are less well-to-do being baulked in attempting to gain
 some advantage which is the privilege of those above them. Some
 people object to J1 notes because they run the risk of having to
 take dirty ones. But they never need do it. If the Bank of England
 issue them as it does the ?5 notes, no person need necessarily expose
 himself to having to take dirty ones. If a man carries V1 notes

 with him, fifty of which would hardly be felt in the pocket, he need
 never have to take them as change. The wage-earners are not likely

 to soil them on purpose, and therefore there seems to be only senti-
 mentality in that objection. In all the banking and financial crises
 that have so far occurred in London a loss of confidence has always had

 more to do with the initial trouble that has had to be passed through
 than anything else. It is fear that they cannot obtain legal tender
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 money at any price to pay their liabilities at maturity that causes

 people to make precautionary withdrawals of deposits, leading to drains

 of gold and consequent high rates of interest. As people see the Bank's

 store of gold falling from twenty-two millions to under one, as it did on

 one occasion, panic seizes them and a wholesale slaughter of innocent

 frightened investors follows. But, if over the twenty-two millions of gold

 some five millions or so more were added to the store, confidence would

 not be lost, for the simple reason that, before an equivalent amount to

 the extra reserve had been withdrawn, the Bank would have been able

 to make its rate of discount effective.

 It is generally admitted that the meeting held by the London

 Chamber of Commerce failed to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion as
 to what would be the practical effect of the proposed new departure,

 and it seems somewhat surprising that that meeting broke up without

 having made up its mind as to what in general terms ought to be done.

 Whether right or wrong in their views, all who have passed through
 these crises and watched the first effects of a panic on the money

 market, and seen what was wanted to prevent timid people from rushing

 into foolish extremes, should now say what they think and thus assist

 in arriving at a solution of a problem which ought once and for all to

 be set at rest. Now, in the first place, it is important to clear the

 ground of what I venture to call certain fallacies. It has been said by

 more than one authority in the course of this controversy that an issue

 of J1 notes to the public would drive gold out of the country. That
 opinion, I think, is the result of confusion between the effects of an

 inflated currency such, for instance, as the Argentine currency of to-day

 and a paper currency which is at par with gold. If the proposed J1

 notes are accepted and circulated as the ?5 notes are, the sovereigns
 which the J1 notes would replace would remain in the Bank of Eng-
 land only to be used temporarily for export in case of emergency, as

 Mr. Goschen proposes, instead of our having again to go hat in hand to
 France and Russia. When the temporary drain of gold was over, the

 metal would return and be quite as securely in our possession as if the

 sovereigns had remained in the pockets of the people. There seems to
 be an extraordinary nervousness about this gold that is in the pockets
 of the people, as if national bankruptcy must result from its being

 taken away in- any quantity. Surely gold is not the only thing possessed
 by Great Britain with which she can exercise a purchasing power over
 the gold possessed by other nations. Such nervousness belongs to the
 order of fallacies which has prevented the carrying out of so many
 reforms. The huge mass of merchandise, to say nothing of our public
 securities, can always be turned into money sufficient to meet a crisis,
 at a price. Gold is not the only commodity in the world that other
 people possessing gold will change it for. This being the case, what we
 have to provide is the smallest possible extra margin of gold which, in
 quite exceptional times of difficulty, is a sufficient buffer between the
 Bank of England and a fall in the exchanges resulting from the
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 operations of those who have overtraded, and require in their turn
 to be helped during a period when a want of confidence prevents them
 getting the credit they have been accustomed to, and are in need of,
 through being unable to realize their securities or sell their wares.

 The Overend-Gurney crisis and the Baring crisis, may be said, roughly

 speaking, to occur once in about fifteen years. When there is no
 reason to fear the occurrence of a crisis our system works perfectly well,

 and, although many timid people who do not fully understand the work-
 ing of it are alarmed at every large withdrawal of gold from the Bank,

 it is a system which is the admiration of the world, because it is not only
 efficient but far and away the most economical that has ever been seen.
 In fact, now that the banks have been induced to employ a smaller

 proportion of their deposits and keep a larger liquid balance of cash,
 at the same time acting in the matter of discount rates more closely in

 concert with the Bank of England than they used to, there is really not

 very much of reform required to put the Bank of Englaind into a posi-
 tion which will enable the directors to deal with any crisis that may

 arise.

 It is necessary to emphasize the difference between a nation that

 possesses abundant wealth to purchase gold with, and nations, of which

 there are, unfortunately, a good many just now, whose credit does not

 enable them to purchase any large amount of gold. This being the
 difference between a rich country and a poor one, my understanding of
 the question of the metallic reserve is, that all we have to ascertain, as

 I have said, is what margin of gold is a sufficient minimum over and

 above the usual average reserve of the Bank of England which will

 suffice to meet a drain abroad, while the Bank directors are, with their

 usual measures of borrowing money on stock in the market and raising
 their rate of discount, making the value of money in this market
 effective to attract a supply from abroad and check its outflow from

 here. I must confess I was somewhat surprised to see that Mr.
 Montagu raised the question in his letter to the Chancellor of the

 Exchequer of January 23, of the estimated amount of English bills held

 on London abroad, as if it was a very formidable difficulty in the way.

 He remarked, ' a large portion of this money (forty millions sterling)
 could be demanded from us in gold very suddenly.' I may parentheti-

 cally remark here that a higher authority on such matters even than

 Mr. Montagu informed me recently, and the statement was confirmed

 by one equally well informed who joined in the discussion, that the
 amount of bills running on London is not ?40,000,000 but nearer

 P300,000,000. Did Mr. Montagu ever know at any period of crisis,
 or at any other period, of a large portion of such an amount being

 demanded from us suddenly in gold'? Is it at all likely that
 French bankers would go to the expense of taking away twenty

 millions of gold, to effect which they would, of course, have to pay 10

 per cent., and even more to discount some of their bills here before
 the gold withdrawals could take place ? and when they had got that
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 gold, what could they do with it ? It would be difficult for them
 to import a bigger white elephant. Besides, all bankers are large
 holders of securities, and it would be difficult to suggest a more effective

 way of depreciating their own property than by trying in times of
 financial crisis at a neighbotiring centre to aggravate the difficulties.

 In my humble opinion, such a danger as that is of the remotest, and

 unnecessary to provide against. No better proof, I think, of the

 soundness of this view is to be found than in the fact that, when there
 was the most important commercial failure that has ever occurred in
 this country, French bankers not only did not send their bills on

 London to be discounted here, but, on the contrary, lent us some gold
 to prevent indirectly injury to their own interests.

 If, then, it is agreed that the introduction of ?1 notes is sound in
 principle as currency, that the question of forgery would not be a
 formidable difficulty, and that the public to some extent are willing to

 receive them,' we arrive at a partial solution of the problem which is to

 free us for the future from the humiliation we experienced in November
 1890. If some people prefer sovereigns, it is very easy for them to
 continue to use them, but I think it is tolerably certain that when
 present objectors have become accustomed to the paper-money, as I

 have by living for years in a country where there was no gold except
 in the State Bank, they will soon rather prefer the paper which is
 more easily carried in the pocket and transmitted through the post.

 The extra reserve of gold, in my humble judgment, that is required

 to put the Bank in a perfectly satisfactory position to meet any foreign

 drain is no more than ?C5 millions. The efficient management of the
 Bank of England as regards raising its rate in good time and making
 it effective, is a factor in the problem of quite as much, if not of more,
 importance than an extra reserve of gold. It must never be forgotten
 that the export of gold from a country is a question of price. Nobody

 moves gold unless it pays, directly or indirectly, and again there is much

 less danger of such serious results arising from financial crises in these

 times than there was before we had ocean telegraph cables. And I

 repeat, and labour the point, that gold is not the only commodity with
 which we discharge our foreign indebtedness; it is the commodity which
 is used to settle only an infinitesimally small amount of a nation's in-
 debtedness. People who do not quite think enough into these questions,
 to use a slang term, always think the bottom is going out of a city's
 financial stability when a drain of gold sets in. Large reserves of gold
 lying at commercial centres, like rows of idle steamships laid up and
 idle, mean stagnant trade. When gold is actively moving about, it
 means that commercial houses are doing a brisk trade as a rule, and
 that the expense of settling with gold can easily be spared out of the
 profit. If the Bank rate is raised to 4, then to 5, then to 6 per cent.,
 some people think something must be wrong, and that the business of

 the country is coming to grief. Dear money means that traders have
 been doing a large business, perhaps too large. But is not that better

 No. 5.-VOL. II M
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 than the stagnation which finds its expression in a 2 per cent. Bank of
 England rate for twelve or eighteen months at a stretch?

 There are three main questions contained in Mr. Goschen's pro-
 posals:

 1. ?1 notes.

 2. Increase in metallic reserve.
 3. Elasticity of thefiduciary issue.

 No. 1, I believe, will now or hereafter be adopted, and will be a wise
 and useful reform. No. 2 may be put upon somewhat of the same
 platform as Home Rule for Ireland, viz., how much of it will answer
 the purpose. Then there is No. 3. I believe the plan adopted by the
 German Imperial Bank, on the same or somewhat different lines, should
 be used here, and that the Bank of England executive should be armed
 with powers to increase the discount and advance accommodation in

 times of abnormal pressure, by transferring securities temporarily to
 the issue department.

 ARTHUR CRUMP

 RECENT ATTEMPTS TO EVALUATE THE AMOUNT OF COIN

 CIRCULATING IN A COUNTRY.

 AMONG the computations thus designated, a foremost place is due to
 that which Messrs. Martin and Palgrave have just completed. Their
 method is similar to that which Newmarch employed to determine

 the circulation at the epoch 1843-4 (History of Prices, vol. vi.). They
 reason: As the percentage which the pre-Victorian sovereigns formed

 of the total circulation (previous to the recall of that coin) is to 100, so
 is the amount of pre-Victorian sovereigns to the total amount of

 sovereigns in circulation (previous to the recall) ; and similarly for the
 half-sovereigns. By means of circulars issued to bankers, Messrs.
 Martin and Palgrave ascertained that the percentage of pre-Victorian
 sovereigns was about 40/0; and the number recalled was 2,335,000 nearly.
 Whence the total of sovereigns previous to the recall is found to be
 about 58,375,000. Performing a similar computation for the half-
 sovereigns, deducting the coin recalled, and making an addition of

 Q11,000,000 on account of the gold coin in the Bank of England which
 does not conform to the general average, Messrs. Martin and Palgrave
 (in their latest version, Economist, January 23) give ?80,000,000 as the

 amount of the gold circulation.
 Of the two data on which the inference mainly rests-the com-

 parative and the absolute amount of the pre-Victorian coin-the
 former is corroborated, in the case of the sovereigns, by the close
 proximity between the observations for England and Wales, Scotland,
 and Ireland; 4 12, 4 1, 4*7 being the respective percentages formed by
 the pre-Victorian coin.' This conisilience is not presented by the half-

 1 This impression is confirmed by a more detailed inspection of the returns. The
 English sovereigns which were examined fall into four large classes, for which the
 percentages (of pre-Victorian coin) are respectively 4-2, 3-8, 3 5, 4-6.
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